Among those publishing houses whose stories continue to fire the public imagination, the Hogarth Press -immortalised most recently in the film adaptation of Michael Cunningham's
Introduction
This essay will trace the growth of the Hogarth Press from a private, husband-wife enterprise into the quirky yet successful publishing house that would go on to publish the likes of T. S. Eliot, Katherine Mansfield, Sigmund Freud and Christopher Isherwood. Its central focus, however, will be the special effect Virginia's new found role as publisher of her own work -and that of some of the seminal figures of Modernism -had on her as a practitioner. It will be argued that this unique situation had a big influence on her shaping and emergence as one of the greatest writers of her generation.
The Birthday Pact
The decision to establish the Hogarth Press was taken, it seems, on Virginia Woolf's thirtythird birthday. Virginia records the occasion in her diary entry for that day:
Sitting at tea we decided three things: in the first place to take Hogarth, if we can get it; in the second, to buy a Printing press; in the third, to buy a Bull dog, probably called John (Woolf 1915, 28) .
The purchase of Hogarth House was a done deal -but it would be two years before the Woolfs would procure a small hand press and install it in the basement of their Richmond home. and Leonard's 'Three Jews'. Virginia meticulously set the type herself, while Leonard operated the hand press, due to a constant tremor that impeded him from handling the type. Woolf describes the experience in a letter to her sister, Vanessa: "Anyhow its very amusing to try with these short things, and the greatest mercy to be able to do what one likes -no editors, or publishers, and only people to read who more or less like that sort of thing" (Woolf 1919, 120) . This is a sentiment that Virginia reiterates again and again, and, as we will see, becomes something of a revelation in relation to her future as a writer.
New Beginnings
Virginia Woolf had already published two novels, The Voyage Out (1915) and Night and Day (1919) under the Duckworth insignia -founded by Virginia's stepbrother, Gerald Duckworth -prior to the setting up of the Hogarth Press. But when it came to Virginia's most recent novel, Jacob 's Room (1922) , the Woolfs decided to take the publication into their own hands, as the Hogarth Press. This was an exciting departure for Virginia, and gave her her first taste of freedom as the writer, editor and publisher of her work. "The completion and publication of the novel led Virginia, as Leonard observed in his autobiography, to a 'period of great fertility'" (L. Woolf quoted in Willis 1992, 61).
As Willis continues to observe:
What began as a recreation became a necessity. Virginia Woolf's genius surely would have survived in some form under any publisher, but it developed as it did in the novels and essays because she was free from editorial pressures, real or imagined, and needed to A Woolf at the Hogarth Press: Virginia Woolf and the Art of Publishing The Journal of Publishing Culture
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The implication is that her involvement in shaping and manually producing the physical copy of the book, that had inhabited her tortured imagination for so long worked as a form of catharsis so powerful it lead to a heightening of Virginia's creative powers and brought about a greater desire to write.
It is also interesting to note here that, although the process of self-publishing gave her the freedom she needed to achieve creative fertility, it was this unbridled creativity that often knocked her off balance and brought on long periods of mental collapse. It was then that the manual laboriousness of days of typesetting in the basement served to ease the nerves and restore the balance to allow her to work again. This makes it easy to understand just how all-consuming Virginia's involvement in the press actually was.
The Hogarth Press became Virginia's main publisher in the years that followed, and would continue to publish her work, under Leonard's watchful eye, even after her death in 1941.
Building Words in Type
The Woolfs did not only publish their own work, however. Initially, in setting up the press, they were interested only in printing and disseminating the works of those close to themfriends, among them some of the most influential members of the Bloomsbury Group:
Fun at the Fringe
In addition to editing and typesetting, Virginia Woolf was also involved in decisions pertaining to the physical appearance of the books published by the Hogarth Press. Unlike printing, this aspect of bookmaking was not unchartered territory. In her youth, Virginia had It could be argued that it was Virginia Woolf's role of publisher -rather than her writerly self -that made her conscious of the potential influence of the paratext on the reader. And it was her privileged position as author and publisher that allowed her to engage in a playful Orlando (1928) .
Orlando: a Biography caused a bit of a stir when, "soon after its publication, the Hogarth Press received reports that bookshops were insisting on shelving it not with novels, but with real biographies" (Lee 1999, 108) . The reasons for this lie within the carefully planted paratextual cues: the title, preface, acknowledgments, index and illustrations. For anyone unaware of Mrs Woolf's wicked sense of humour, these paratexts parading as framing devices bear all the signs of authenticity. But a closer look reveals a trail of tricks meant to lead the reader astray: is that Angelica Bell parading as the Russian Princess? In her attempts to poke fun at the tired and dry genre of biography, Virginia goes as far as tampering with every aspect of the genre, including that which lies outside the actual body of the text. As a publisher, it seems it is possible for her to have the last laugh. The press, beyond doubt, had given Virginia a room of her own" (Willis 1992, 400) .
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